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Abstract 

The estimation of ice conditions is important for the analysis of ice structured interaction in an ice field. To ensure safe operations 

in ice covered regions, information such as ice concentration, ice type, and floe size distribution from sea ice images are extracted 

using different types of image processing algorithms. The sea-ice statistics given by the floe size distribution, being an important 

parameter for climate and structure-ice analysis, is challenging to determine. The paper intends to combine watershed algorithm 

with GVF snake model. Based on the identification result, the image can be separated into four different layers and thereafter 

corresponding ice floe size distribution histogram can be identified.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As sea water freezes sea ice is formed. Since sea ice is less dense than water, it floats on the ocean's surface (fresh water ice, which 

has an even lower density also floats). Sea ice covers about 7% of the Earth’s surface and about 12% of the world’s oceans. Due 

to the action of winds, currents and temperature fluctuations, sea ice is very dynamic, leading to a wide variety of ice types and 

features. Sea ice is a sensitive indicator of climate change for the Polar Regions, therefore monitoring the state of sea ice in the 

climate system is important. Monitoring of sea ice make use of numerous observational datasets, like many other parts of the 

Earth's climate,(both in-situ and remote sensing methods). As well as for the purposes of climate monitoring in order to get a 

complete picture of the sea ice  it is important to measure the areal extent of the sea ice cover, knowledge of the ice thickness (or 

volume/mass) and its movement.  

Aerial imagery is usually used for observing sea ice image. Then ice features can be found out by applying digital image 

processing techniques to these observations.  Thus the ambiguities, incompleteness, uncertainties, and errors regarding an object 

and its environment can be reduced, yielding more accurate and reliable information. To characterize the ice conditions in ice 

covered regions cameras are used as sensors. Spatially continuous measurement with high precisions, which can be particularly 

important for providing detailed information about the ice to ensure safe operation are delivered when cameras are used as sensors 
Sea ice images are taken using an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), commonly known as a drone and also referred by several other 

names [2]. The UAVs flight may be controlled either autonomously by remote control or by onboard computers. The whole system 

of UAV consists of the vehicle, the radio control transmitter, a ground station with the software for mission planning, a telemetry 

system and flight control. The main tasks of radio control transmitter (handheld device) are to start the vehicle’s engines, manage 

take-off and landing, control the complete flight in the manual mode, and activate the autonomous navigation system. Relevant 

flight data is collected by the telemetry system and it retrieves a stream of information in a plain text scheme that includes GPS 

position data, attitude, altitude, battery level, and motor power output and flight time.  

For determining the retreating rates of Sea-ice extent on a global scale, Knowledge of the floe size distribution (FSD) plays an 

important role, because the cumulative perimeter of floes enhances melting. The floe size distribution is also important in ice 

management for Arctic offshore operations in addition to the above uses [3] such as 

The efficiency of ice management for Arctic offshore drilling operations are measured and  hazardous conditions can be detected, 

for example, by identifying large floes that escape the icebreakers operating upstream of the stationary drilling vessel. Then   the 

size and shape of those floes, as identified by the image processing system, can be compared with the maximal allowed values, 

thereby providing a warning signal to the risk management system. Eventually, based on the identified operational ice conditions, 

a decision to disconnect the floater might be taken. 

The essential parameters in the empirical formulas that estimate the ice loads on stationary Arctic offshore structures  includes 

the managed ice concentration and ice floe sizes  [4]; [5].  

High-fidelity numerical models, such as those in [6], [7], can be initialized  by the Individual ice floes identified using image 

processing system. Individual snapshots of identified ice floes can be used to validate the numerical models at various moments in 

time by matching the simulated ice fields with the actual ones. 

From the identified ice field, ice floe size and shape distribution can be calculated, which is then used in synthetic ice field 

generators.  polygons are drawn by the generators   from the distribution and the polygon  is placed on   the 2D plane using packing 
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algorithm. Various packing configurations can be studied using such synthetic ice fields with the same ice concentrations and floe 

size distributions. 

The following section discuss in detail about the related works and the image processing techniques 

II. RELATED WORK 

An important tool for extracting information of the sea ice floe is the Automatic identification of individual floe edges. It is difficult 

to identify individual ice floes. Due to this, the analysis of ice floe is affected severely. These issues have been tried to resolve by 

many of the researchers. In [7] the closely distributed ice floes are separated by setting a threshold higher than the ice-water 

segmentation threshold. However, when the ice floes were connected this threshold did not work well. So when the threshold did 

not work well, the author separated the connected ice floes manually. In [8] author applied the derivative and morphology boundary 

detection algorithms    to sea-ice images. Traditional derivative boundary detection often produces non-closed boundaries and it is 

sensitive to weak boundaries and noise. In contrast, morphology boundary detection generates closed boundaries and results in a 

good description of the object shape, but some boundary information is still lost. In [9]   author adopted the Watershed transform 

to separate the connected sea ice floes into individual floes, which has been widely used in connected object segmentation, 

However, over- and under-segmentation of the ice floes are the major drawbacks of watershed-based segmentation which can be 

removed manually.  In [1] the author adopted   a gradient vector flow (GVF) snake algorithm to separate seemingly connected ice 

floes. Automatic contour initialization is proposed to avoid manual interaction and reduce the time required to run the algorithm. 

However, the proposed algorithm is complex. 

 This paper intends to combine watershed algorithm with GVF snake model to reduce the computational complexity and extend 

the capture range. The image will be segmented firstly through watershed algorithm and then the edges produced will be the initial 

contour of GVF model. 

III. ICE IMAGE PROCESSING METHODS 

 Ice Pixel Extraction 

In a uniformly illuminated ice image, ice pixels have similar intensity, and have larger intensity values than those belonging to 

water. Fig.1 shows the original sea ice image from which the ice pixels are extracted. The Otsu thresholding [11] which is used to 

perform histogram shape-based image thresholding automatically is a commonly used technique which separates ice region from 

water region as shown in Fig.2. Using the thresholding method only light ice can be identified, because the dark ice (e.g. ice that 

are submerged) pixel is having an intensity value between the water and threshold.  The identification of both the dark ice and light 

ice is necessary for the proper analysis of sea ice floe.   Identification of the dark ice pixel from water is done using   k-means 

clustering, which is a statistical data analysis technique that minimizes the within-cluster sum of distance to partition a set of data 

into groups. Here the image is divided into three or more clusters. Then the cluster with the lowest average intensity value is 

considered to be water, while the other clusters are considered as ice. Finally, the dark ice pixels are obtained by taking the 

difference between the images obtained using k-means and thresholding method as shown in fig.3. 

        
Fig. 1: “Original sea ice image”                        Fig. 2:”Light ice” 

 
Fig. 3: ”Dark ice” 
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 Ice edge detection 

The watershed transform method for image segmentation is a powerful and fast technique for contour detection as well as region-

based segmentation. Recent researches allow the regularization of watershed lines with an energy-based watershed algorithm 

(water snakes) [12]. This paper is based on GVF snake which easily allow a regularization of the watersheds. The main advantage 

of the watershed transform is that, it produces closed and adjacent contours including all image edges. However, the watershed 

transform will cause a severe over and under segmentation. A resolution to this over segmentation problem is the marker-controlled 

watershed segmentation [12]. Markers are placed inside an object of interest; internal markers associate with objects of interest, 

and external markers associate with the background. After segmentation, the boundaries of the watershed regions are arranged on 

the desired ridges, thus separating each object from its neighbors.                                                                                   

The GVF approach is proven to converge relatively faster. This is caused by the external force employed by the GVF that make 

the capture range of the active contours bigger. Since the GVF uses the Classical formulation, its basic principle is to diffuse the 

edge information from the object boundary to the rest of the image. The generation of GVF is iterative and computationally 

intensive. 

The algorithm proposed in this paper belongs to the category of hybrid techniques, since it results from the integration of edge 

and region-based techniques through the morphological watershed transform [13]. This algorithm provides localized and closed 

object contours. The proposed algorithm mainly consists of 3 steps as shown in Fig.4.At first initial segmentation is done using 

watershed algorithm which deals with the immersion principles, as shown in Fig.5.  The initial contours are selected manually, 

which is shown in Fig.7 (a). Those contours will constitute the initial GVF snakes that will deform to capture the target edges as 

shown in Fig.7 (b). The last part combines the Watershed and GVF to segment ice from water image as shown in Fig.8. 

 
Fig. 4: block diagram of proposed method 

     
Fig. 6: “Initial segmentation by watershed method”      
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 (a)                                 (b) 

Fig. 7: (a). “Initial contour”.   (b) “The GVF movement” 

 
Fig. 8: “Initial segmentation by watershed method” 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper, proposes an algorithm   to identify the individual ice floes in a sea-ice image using a hybrid segmentation model which 

combines both the GVF snake and watershed transform. Using the thresholding and k-means algorithms, “light ice “and “dark ice” 

were first obtained. The proposed method requires less computation and provides a better capture range. In addition it converges 

to the boundary well. Also the whole process hastened while capturing the boundaries of the object compared to other methods. 
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